MINUTES OF MEETING SOUTH-DADE VENTU
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  DISTRICT

The  regular  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Supervisors  of  the  South-Dade  Venture Community  Development  District was  held on Thursday,  December  16, 2021  at 4:00
p.m.  at the Waterstone  Bay  Clubhouse,  1355 Waterstone  Way,  Homestead,  Florida 33033.

Present and constituting a quorum were:

Miguel Aponte Jessica Cabrera Mike Cruz
Curtis Cooper Victor Valladares
 Chairman
Vice Chairman Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary (by phone) Assistant Secretary


Also present was:


Scott Cochran Paul Winkeljohn Ben Quesada Mayra Padilla Kevin Mcintyre Scott Lawson Kevin Wimberly
Councilwomen  Erica Avila Several Residents
 District Attorney
District Manager (by phone) Governmental Management Services Governmental Management Services Maverick Security
DML Security DML Security
City of Homestead



FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Aponte called the meeting to order and the Pledge of Allegiance was recited by all who attended the meeting.
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  ORDER	BUSIN	Approval  of the Minutes of the
August	26,	2021  and  October
28, 2021 Meetings
Mr. Aponte: So, I'm going to move to item No. 2 quickly just to get through some of the routine business, approval of the minutes for the August 26, 2021 meeting and October 28, 2021 meeting. Do I have a motion?


On MOTION by Ms. Cabrera seconded by Mr. Aponte with all in favor, the Minutes of the August 26, 2021 and October 28, 2021 Meetings were approved.
file_1.bin



IRD ORDER	BUSINESS	Gate Presentation
Mr. Aponte:  So, item No. 3, can you still hear us?
Mr. Quesada: You have two sets of minutes by the way. Mr. Aponte: Yes sir, I did both.
Ms. Cabrera: He did both.
Mr. Quesada: Ok, thank you, sorry.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok, you guys sound good.
Mr. Aponte: Ok perfect, so item No. 3 is gate presentation. With us today we have Kevin Mcintyre from Maverick Security, and you guys have the floor.

(At this point Kevin M cintire from Maverick Security gave a brief update on the current security services which was inaudible for the record) (Afterward s, there was a back and forth discussion among the Board members and staff relating to the new gate procedures, stating the overall feed back from the residents was very positive)

Mr. Aponte: Where are we receiving the most amount of hits, is it gate 2? Mr. Mcintyre: Yes, it's gate 2.
Mr. Aponte: What can we do Kevin to reduce those hits? Is there anything we can do on our end?
Mr. Mcintyre: Well, we can take a look at the signage, I don't know what signage you have there, but adding signage of something in the matter of, like the gate opens and closes for each vehicle, and I just did that with another property, bringing a bunch of signage, there's only so much you can do with signage.


Ms. Cabrera:  Do we have that option?
Mr. Mcintyre:  Yes, and in addition to that so I can play around with the timing of when it's fired, how long it fires, but at the same time if a car is going through it, they're right on the back of that, they're going to get their car hit.  We can always bring it closer, we can bring it closer to the gate itself, there's a recommended  distance and you fall right in the recommended distance of where it is, but there is enough room for a car, or a car and a half in there, it's going to slip in there, so what's going to happen is it may get the  read,  but they're jumping  in on that  down  gate when  the other  car  is going through.  So, right now it's being pulsed, when it gets the signal, it pulses one and open, and it's a single pulse, where as I can hold it for one second or two seconds, but now you're just holding it open longer and you're allowing the other people, and they're going to see it open and going to go in there.   So, the tailgating  is tailgating, that's probably one  of  my  biggest  difficulties  in what  I do  dealing  with  access  systems  and  gate systems,  but a tailgater  is going  to  be a tailgater,  and  it doesn't  matter  if you're  a resident or a visitor, so probably the only thing to do is close the gap up some, bring the reader closer to the actual gate itself to the barrier arm whereas it's going to require the other party to get closer to get the second read, it's almost doubling up.  Another thing Tommy had suggested, that I thought was a good idea, he was saying, because again gate 2 is so in need with the space, he thinks that if maybe when we give them the pass we educate them then on that specific gate, they  have to come a lot closer  because what happens is, Ijust think they're taking it too wide and then it doesn't scan, and then they're so used to the gate being up, that they just zoom and then boom, it hits their car. Mr. Quesada:	We do all that,  Mayra and  I, we  regurgitate the same script to everybody,  it's  only  designed  to  cover  one  vehicle  at  a  time,  please,  when  there's someone in front of you, stay back by the speed hump, wait, and try to get as close to
the reader as you can we tell them.
Mr. Aponte: Is there a way to stripe closer, or make the  lane field smaller by striping?
Mr. Mcintyre: You could use those candlesticks, maybe a couple just to kind of guide them, just to make it tighter, and I'll have one of my techs take a look and see, it might just  need to  be cleaned,  but  it should  go  all the  way  across,  but  it will  vary
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depending upon their action, but it does need to be cleaned because it is a barcode, so there could be some small variables, but I will take a look, I mean when we're out there we look at them, sometimes the mirror itself can be polished because it has a mirror in it and it reflects it out, so we'll take a look at that, but the other option is possibly a couple of candlesticks to maybe bring them in a little bit, those are your roads, you can put the candlesticks on there.
Mr. Aponte: Well, we'll have to check with our engineer but, I'm pretty sure, as long as it's not blocked, we have to have the lane access for the emergency vehicles, so I was thinking maybe stripes on the road itself.
Mr. Mcintyre: Whatever the requirement is.
Mr. Quesada: I can tell you at guardhouse 2, I've seen every time that we have an issue with the read there, you have the car backup and come in closer, it works every time, but I think width has the most to do with it, and any of those other variables but I do think, it wouldn't hurt with some recurring maintenance, deep cleaning it so you can enhance the reading capability of the reader as much as possible.
Mr. Mcintyre: Yes, there's a glass window on it, and the laser is behind it so the glass window does get dirty, I mean obviously it does get dirty, and the dirtier it is, the more it's going to dilute that laser.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok.
Mr. Mcintyre: What about Mr. Cooper?
Mr. Aponte: He's on virtually, Mr. Cooper, do you have any questions for Kevin from Maverick?
Mr. Cooper: I just wanted to say thank you because my phone hasn't been getting blown up, it's been a huge change, and I'm just so happy and excited overall about the decision that we made a relatively short time ago, and to see where we've come, especially during this time of the holiday where people are like ready to get out of here, so I definitely do appreciate going out to another company. (inaudible comment) I think I've seen you a lot, it's like you're one of the guards actually out there, and ultimately those guards are portrayed to look like you and have your attitude as well, so you can definitely see that they're excited to be out there constantly moving around and standing up, and not just in their chairs watching Netflix and checking out, so thank you


so much for what you're doing, and I look forward to seeing how things are going to continue going along with that. (inaudible comment) And since we're talking about the guardhouses, and I think at least guardhouse 2, having some issues because it's a little bit wider, and I know this is something we've thrown out there in the past and I've seen this in other communities, maybe doing a potted plant versus those little sticks that come out of the ground, if that's something we could possibly look into, we have some of those nice decorative W planter pots, that's just my two cents on that.
Mr. Quesada: I want to talk the engineer about any type of physical objects that can be placed to narrow the lane and see what he comes back to us with.
Mr. Aponte: Perfect, thanks. Mr. Cooper: Thank you guys. Mr. Aponte: Anyone else? No.
Mr. Quesada: Anymore questions for Maverick Security?
Mr. Mcintyre: I just wanted to add something being that it was still in the spotlight, recently in the last week, we finalized I guess early this week, obviously he's running the reports and using the system and we've added implementing the openings and closing of the gates, now you can see, you can run a report on either the visitor or the resident at any one location of when they're using the talk buttons as well as the transmitters. So, we had to add that in because the transmitters, and I don't know how often they were using them, so that system is active now and that's in the same system and like I said, you can run a report on any one gate at any one location whether it's resident or visitor.
Mr. Aponte:  So, we can differentiate on a read versus a switch?
Mr. Mcintyre: The read is in the access control system, it's in both, so the actual control system, that's where it's going in.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, got it. So, can we do that monthly? Can we run that report of how many times that gate is overwritten, and it's not to check on the guard, it's just for me, I just want to know if we're having issues with that particular guardhouse, or lane, so we can address it before it gets worse because it's something that we see, and anytime somebody is let in, we see that, we don't know if it's read or not, sometimes I
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follow them and see, ok they have it, so we want to identify the problem before it gets any worse.
Mr. Mcintyre:  Yes absolutely.
Mr. Aponte:  Excellent.  I don't have anything else. Ms. Cabrera:  Thank you for a job well done.
Mr. Quesada:  Keep up the good work. Mr. Mcintyre:  Yes sir, I'll try.
Mr. Aponte: Thank you sir, good night. Alright so we're moving on to the gate presentation from Kevin Wimberly from OLM.

(At this point Kevin Wimberly from DLM gave a lengthy presentation and provided a proposal to the Board for vehicles entering the pro pert y utilizing the camera system) (There was a Q&A session following the presentation from the Board)

Mr. Aponte: So, we're looking at a proposal here of $52,454, and that would be the guardhouses, and this is basically the equipment to get it going and the networking service?
Ms. Cabrera: Well, there's two separate proposals, so there's the $52,000 and then #4899.
Mr. Aponte:   Right proposal #4898, that's what I'm looking at.
Mr. Wimberly: That's going to be for the upgrades to the camera system, as well as the integration of the call box and the facial recognition, all that configuration.
Mr. Aponte:  Ok.
Mr. Wimberly: I provided the proposal for that upgrade, and I  provided  a proposal for the access  control upgrades for the clubhouse on the gates themselves, only the gates, I provided a 1 year and a 3 year.
Mr. Quesada: Can you kind of walk us through how that would work on the maintenance side, in case they have any questions for you?
Mr. Wimberly: The maintenance side, basically you guys are calling me now, I'm out here every time, it's typically a billable service call. The maintenance agreement is going to cover all your service calls, other than after hours, as well as reduce costs of the actual, any equipment that's required, arms, LEDs, controllers, belts and whatnot.
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Mr. Cooper: What's that total $7,000, is that for the year? (inaudible comment)
Mr. Wimberly: So, for one year it would be $3,750 per month, if we go with a 3 year, that would be $3,250 a month for the service agreement. Weekend after calls, if required, will be billed at my normal rate versus after hour rate, all parts and materials will be 20% off.
Mr. Aponte: Do you guys have any questions? I only have one concern, I know we'll figure out where to go with this proposal but, the amount of time we want to keep them waiting while we open the gate, what can we put in place? Well, let me rephrase my question, are we capturing at least the tag while they're sitting there waiting before the bar goes up?
Mr. Wimberly: Absolutely. Mr. Aponte: Ok.
Mr. Wimberly: So, we have new Board members here, and some existing Board members, the cameras that you have that have been onsite, those cameras both record video which are searchable, they're specifically made for license plates, the cameras also have onboard storage, they're configured to create a database on board that's searchable, and that database has a snapshot of the license plate, and also pulls up the license plate number.
Mr. Aponte: Perfect, so we're not losing that capability.
Mr. Wimberly: We're adding that in addition, and this will be married together, both with that facial and that date stamp, it will be married together.
Mr. Aponte: So, we would only be losing the facial recognition photo and when they push the button, it's an actual camera that's taking the picture?
Mr. Wimberly: Yes. Mr. Aponte: Ok.
Mr. Wimberly: It will be recording, but it's going to be building that face in the database.
Mr. Aponte: Got it, so it's still recordingrecording, and it will capture an image.
Mr. Wimberly: Yes, but it's also going to be, that's where you're going to be capturing your database.
Mr. Aponte: Perfect, that's how I understood it, I just wanted it in the minutes.
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Ms. Cabrera: So, what we're gaining is the face recognition portion of this, right? Mr. Wimberly: Correct.
Mr. Aponte: Yes, we're eliminating the scanning of the driver's license.
Ms. Cabrera: Right the scanning of the driver's license, and then the physical guard being present to scan the people in.
Mr. Aponte: Well, I think what we're doing is, in my opinion, and I may be wrong, but this is the way  I feel the system would work for us, we're eliminating what we currently have as far as scanning the driver's license, and if it doesn't scan, entering the information, so we're eliminating that aspect of it, and we're doing the face recognition, in addition to keeping guards at certain gates.
Ms. Cabrera: Right.
Mr. Aponte: So, it's a combination and I think we talked about it, and I think both Kevins agreed, no, I'm sorry it wasn't Kevin, it was Envera, the representative from Emera mentioned that in this community, because of the size and how complicated it is, that they both recommend that we have a combination of the two, automation and also manned guards. So, the way I'm looking at  it is we're improving the way we're gathering the information as they come in, reducing the amount of guards because we won't have to have as many guards, and the reason I'm saying that is because, let's just talk about, and we'll have that information, but let's just talk about the timing. On a Saturday or a Sunday, you need to keep the guardhouses manned, I mean that's where we get the heavy amount of traffic, a lot of visitors coming in an out, and also the evening shifts is where you have the problems. Overnight it's not such a big deal, so if we want to maybe remove a shift at a particular guardhouse, that's where the cost savings is going to come from. So, that's the way I'm looking at it as far as, they both have to work hand in hand, but at the same time there has to be savings, it can't cost us anymore because then we're not solving anything.
Ms. Cabrera: Ok, let me understand. So, this face recognition is going to take a picture of the person who comes in on the visitor's lane, we're talking about the visitor lane, right?
Mr. Quesada: It's going to be on both lanes, that's what he said, did you also mention the resident lane as well having something, or no?
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Mr. Wimberly:  No. Mr. Quesada: Ok.
Ms. Cabrera: No, so this is only the visitor lane, ok. So, then it will take a picture, it will keep it in our database, and what purpose is it serving, when that individual comes in again, will it take another picture, will it recognize something or they will come in and it will just take another picture of that same individual?
Mr. Wimberly: Yes, every time the person comes in, other than getting a driver's license, and I've personally seen this happen to people, some of them are not even using their own licenses, they'll hand somebody something, it's either expired or it's not even theirs, so whether you're getting a read from that, your gaining your documentation, but you're having a facial recognition, you're getting a license plate, and obviously there's going to be some variables in there but, you have both visual evidence of your caller, you have the license plate, you have overviews of it, and now you have a face to go with it.
Ms. Cabrera: Ok. I'm just trying to understand, so basically what we are benefitting from here is having a picture, a facial recognition of the person who is driving up to the gate, that's what this is going to do for us.
Mr. Wimberly: Because right now you have a 24 hour manned gate, and my understanding was that may be reduced to where that's not going to be 24 hours, there might be one or two guards on the entire property that may be floating between the two, so no one is there to open up the gates. I mean I did it as a complete system, it can always be separated towards just the access system.
Ms. Cabrera: So, it doesn't go any further than just taking a facial picture, a picture of the individual who is coming to visit every time they come in?
Mr. Wimberly: Correct. Ms. Cabrera: Ok.
Mr. Wimberly: It also has the capability if there's an issue, and there's no one at the gate, we will have the device that takes the picture and also communicate with the guard, as well as a call box to communicate with somebody. I mean if it's one van, and it's 3:00 in the morning and the gates are opened, someone needs to know, and so we can finalize that once we go that route, the number can rollover to whoever you want it
10



to, or I can provide a service where I have after hours, and it alerts me, the idea is to try to get these things up and running if we need to ASAP.
Ms. Cabrera: And then this would then, whenever it alerts whoever, it's going to alert, they then have the capability of opening remotely or the loop would open automatically after whatever period of time we determine.
Mr. Wimberly: We can set that to whatever you want, ideally, it's going to be automatic once you push the button, you can go in. Unless someone is sitting there at guardhouse 3, and this is guardhouse 1, they'd have to be watching that and pushing the button, but the whole point is to keep it automated.
Ms. Cabrera: Ok.
Mr. Quesada: One of my concerns, just thinking back to this, is let's say this is one of the guardhouses that doesn't have a guard, and someone is coming in with a moving truck on the outside lane, and they don't have an E-Pass, how would they be able to gain access through that outside lane where they're not hitting our guardhouse, but they need some type of assistance to get in?
Mr. Wimberly: We can add, and that's not something I really thought about, but there are probably moving trucks that come in after hours, we can always add the same call box on the resident lane, and then just have a sign in and the log. That call box itself is no different than when you call from one of your entrances, you're going to call and hit the 9 button, and you can open up the gate.
Ms. Cabrera: So, the actual registration of the information of people's driver's licenses will be eliminated, that will no longer be happening, if we do this?
Mr. Wimberly:  It really depends on how you guys want to set this up.
Ms. Cabrera: I mean that would be the idea because if we're doing this to remove a guard and save on some shifts, then that's the idea, that there's no one manning that at that point in time, and all we're doing is getting a picture of a face, therefore, we're no longer collecting the information from driver's licenses of the people physically behind the wheel.
Mr. Wimberly: Well, that's your position, I mean if you have guards on guardhouse 1 and guardhouse 2 at certain hours of time, they can still use the system.



Mr. Aponte: I think what it is, it's kind of redundant, I mean you're getting a driver's license and you're getting a tag, if you have the same owner of the vehicle.
Ms. Cabrera: But it might not be because the driver may not be using their own car, I mean the car may not be registered to that person, I mean we'll have the picture of the face, but we won't have any information that we need. We've had situations where we've had to do police reports because of damage to the property, and we've been able to use the information on a license address to locate these individuals, we're not going to be able to do that with a picture of face.
Mr. Cruz: You're going to take the plate number.
Ms. Cabrera: Right, but if the plate is not registered to the person who is driving then we're still at zero.
Mr. Cruz: We'll never have 100%, it could be a stolen car. Ms. Cabrera:  It could be, right.
Mr. Quesada: You turn that information over to the police in those types of scenarios, a lot of times they'll be able to pull the real driver's license of the tag owner of the vehicle and even compare.
Ms. Cabrera: Right, then we found the owner of the car, that's about it, we didn't find the driver that was in the car. I mean I know we're gaining some information by taking a picture but, for me that's not very significant, not more so than getting a driver's license and information on a driver's license.
Mr. Aponte: And let me put my insurance hat on, it doesn't matter who's driving the vehicle, if the vehicle is being driven by your uncle, and your uncle hits that gate, the vehicle is being driven by you, so that insurance claim goes towards that vehicle.
Ms. Cabrera: Let's not talk about damages to the gate, let's talk about a robbery in one of our communities, we have nothing that will tie us to that driver, and they're not driving their own car.
Mr. Aponte: Right, assuming that the robber is coming in with their actual driver's license, which probably won't happen.
Ms. Cabrera: Maybe, maybe not, but I mean we have individuals who vandalize property in here and they gave their licenses at the gate, and that's how we were able to track them, I mean we see a face, we wouldn't  have been able to track them but,
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because they were stupid enough to scan their licenses, and then come in here and damage property, we found them. So, I don't like the fact that we lose that element where we are getting very prudent information from a driver's licenses.  I don't know that I would want to lose that aspect of this for a face recognition or a picture, I don't know, those are just my thoughts.
Mr. Aponte:  Yes.
Mr. Wimberly: So, obviously there's two ways to do that to grab that license information that's either coming from a physical person that's on staff 24 hours, or you can get an automated system, I can provide those options, I can go back to the drawing board and do that, such as my competitor that has systems that have that.
Ms. Cabrera:  I mean, I don't know how everybody else feels about it.
Mr. Aponte: Well, the example  you just used where the kids were in here, it would have worked whether we had a driver's license or not because we had the tag, so it doesn't matter.
Ms. Cabrera: No, because some of the tags were not registered  to  those records.
Mr. Aponte: But we have an address and what I'm saying is, if the car is registered, you still have the information to those people. The car could be registered to another address, and their license to another address, that's a possibility but, there's just so many variables we're never going to be able to tackle whether you're getting a driver's license or not, we're still going to have the same issues, the same problems exist.
Mr. Valladares: My experience when you're dealing with people that were meditating doing a crime, 9 out of 10 times we found that either they're using a stolen car, or they had stolen the tag and put it onto the vehicle that they're using. So, I agree with you that it's important to have some type of information, and that also works as a deterrent.
Mr. Aponte: I hear you, but you're confusing us with a hard gate system, at the end of the day they don't have to give us anything, they could just sit there, wait for the gate to open and then they move. So, the person that's coming here to commit a crime is not going to provide information to anyone, they're just  not going to do it.   Unless


you're going to have the smaller ones that are going to try to break into cars, which is going to happen regardless, they're going to come in on a bike. So, we're taking the incidents, which may or may not happen but, they're just not going to come with their information, it's just doesn't make any sense.
Ms. Cabrera:  But maybe they will, I mean I know that it's very unlikely.
Mr. Quesada: Just keep in mind, we are the records custodians,  it's for  the police to use that information.
Ms. Cabrera: Right, yes, however, if we are set up in a way to gather as much information as we can on our end to watch ourselves, we want to be able to provide the police with as much as we can gather, and I know that it's not going to deter all crime but, I don't know that anybody cares about  coming in and getting their picture taken more than having to provide identification that's going to be scanned and kept forever, I don't know, those are my thoughts.
Mr. Wimberly: I thought it was just to add the additions, but the whole point was this was going to be to get automated work, there is no way to do that, unless you go with an automated system that's going to be different. I can revise this to where they have to push a button, but also provide their license.
Mr. Aponte:  Curtis, do you have any questions?
Mr. Cooper:  Yes, I do, thank you for asking.  You guys can hear me, right? Mr. Aponte:  Yes sir.
Mr. Cooper: Fantastic, and Kevin thank you again for coming out here, I know we're trying to look at other options here to see what we can add or subtract to try and better our community. With regards to, and I know you kind of touched upon it, with that service call box, I know Envera, there's obviously the dedicated 24 hours a day someone is manning it, and if there's an issue, like say for example Fire Rescue needs to gain entry, there's somebody there. Then 15 to 45 seconds there's no response to open the gate, and  I'm just trying to follow up with the service call box that we have using this method that we have in front of us today, we do not have that luxury we're talking about utilizing the guards, I just want to verify that if we're  not fully staffed and we have a couple floaters, that they'd be the ones who's manning that call box and then you guys during business hours, am I correct?


Mr. Wimberly: Correct. I mean we can configure that based on whatever the Board's decision is, so you can have normal hours, peak hours, weekend hours, or whatever, it's however you want to monitor it, yes. So, if you have, or if there's always going to be one guard here at the 24 hour period, one or two guards, then that box will call them directly, immediately.
Mr. Cooper: But with that method, if we have one guard that was dedicated to just the call box for someone, I'd feel more comfortable, if the guards are busy doing other things, then all of a sudden, they're not able to get to whoever, if there's an emergency, that's one of my concerns with  that  method. That was my question, so thank you for answering it. Also too, on guardhouse 1, or I guess all of them, if we wind up having the cars back up, another clarification, they were setting up loop sensors in areas where if the cars are backed up, and they were stationary there for "X" amount of time before becoming a problem going on to 137th Avenue, or 312th, the gate would automatically open, in your proposal, is there something similar to that or is that something that's going to need to be added?
Mr. Wimberly: I have it just the one loop, and that's going to be right in front of the barrier arm, if you want to add a stacking loop, we can add an additional loop that can be set 10 cars out and that will be done exactly the same way. You can set the login for the time, say 2 minutes for example, and then  the gates will open for an extended period of time, and then close once the traffic clears.
Mr. Cooper: Yes, because we're going to have to do that because if we wind up having a backup, typically now the guards will open it up for "X" amount of time.
Mr. Aponte: Well, hold on Curtis because I have a question on that, because why would we have a backup if we're going to set up a time as far as how quickly we're going to  open that bar, so if they push the button and the bar opens, we're moving along, I mean it's going to take seconds, so I don't think that's going to create a backup, so I guess the only backup we would have is if the gate is not operating, but would the loop detector solve the problem of the gate not operating?
Mr. Quesada: Correct.
Mr. Wimberly: The only time, in a situation like this my experience, the only time you're going to  have a backup like that,  is for whatever  reason someone comes and
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doesn't pull all the way up, and let's just say they stop at the beginning of the guardhouse, they're just in Lalaland and they're sitting there, obviously people are going to be blowing their horns, so that's when you'll see backup, unless something is not mechanically functioning. At the same time, I can add this in addition, that same loop that's going to be open for visitors, I have another property where their peak hours are 7:00 o'clock, they have extremely high traffic rates, what I'm doing there, and again, just like any other community's goal is to give residents the priority over visitors to slow them down. So, to avoid peak backup hours, and normally during normal hours, I have a gate with a delay of about 5 seconds, and then on peak hours I'm running it at 2 seconds to keep that traffic going, and we want to do one car at a time, we don't want tailgating, but there's going to be tailgating and you try to avoid that, but that's how we can avoid that at peak hours, and the only reason it's going to be stacking up is because someone didn't pull all the way up to the front, or there's something mechanically wrong which at that point versus pushing the call button, it will alert someone, and like I said, I'm open here, so someone will be alerted and be notified whether it's me after hours or if someone is here 24 hours, and again, the way this system has, what I proposed, it will have the capability of 5 numbers, where no one answers on the 4th number, it will roll over to the next one. So, for whatever reason if we do have it configured for the office, or a second number with the guards, if they are busy with someone and no one's there to answer, it will roll over to the next number. I can provide an after hours service where someone will answer it, and you can be alerted to it. I also configured that my device is always looped, and the stacking loops, I get alerts when they're activated, so I'll know when something is going on, it comes through email or through SMS system.
Mr. Quesada: I think the key to all of this is always making sure we have some type of human presence onsite.
Mr. Aponte: Yes, and the problem we have with automation again is, we always go back to emergency vehicles, and this is the backup we always talk about, it's if we have a small backup which is going to happen on the residents side, and that's my concern is when we get the guests in, they're going to push the button, and if everything is functioning the way it should function, the flow is going to go.   If you have a resident


that doesn't get a read, now we have a problem because I don't have anybody there to open that gate, and that's where you're going to have the backup, and that's when we're going to create that problem as far as the residents getting in, and as far as emergency vehicles getting in because the emergency vehicle is not coming in through the guest lane, they're going to come in through the resident lane, because that's where you have the spacing, that's were our lane spacing is at to allow the emergency vehicles in and the high clearance.
Mr. Wimberly: There's two devices that need to be added to that, both in our box has a bell for the siren, everyone has that, and then you wire it and add it in. As for a bad read, or a visitor going into the resident lane because I see that too, we can add a loop there which would be the same thing. I have another property that has the same thing, we have that on 20 seconds because they come in, and what happens is you'll sit there, and wait for someone else to come in and try and get a read, or they'll back up and cause havoc, so we can add a staking loop on there, with a set time to whatever you want. Me, so far my experience is 20 seconds is good, you can get a good read because it backs up quickly, you know when you guys are coming in, it doesn't matter where you're at, especially at peak hours, as long as everything is functioning properly, 1or 2 second entries, you're good, but if someone in even just 30 seconds, it's amazing how far it can backup, so I'm taking notes on all of your comments and we can look at the size of the volume based on that, on the stacking portion.
Mr. Aponte: Right, and that would be obviously on full automation because we already know that if we were going to do a hybrid system, there's no way that we can abandon guardhouse 1 and guardhouse 2 during certain hours, so we would  have to talk about how we would manage those hours but, that's the key is what guardhouses can be unmanned during what times, and is that going to balance off where we're going to have savings where it's going to make a difference to have this type of a system or keep what we currently have, and also in addition to that, I know that we like the readers and getting the driver's license information, those things are probably the most maintenance in our community is those license readers. So, I don't know if there's any way we can update it, what we're going to do about that, but that's a complete headache, and going back to what we were talking about gathering information, I mean,
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I don't want to put it on the record but, it's been several times where those readers are not functioning, so we're not capturing anything.
Mr. Wimberly: It's also a gray area, and those are questions probably for your lawyer, because the Statute can change, and I'll let you guys discuss that because it's really odd because you're capturing the same data, it's how you capture it, so there's two different technologies and there's something called OCR and then there's barcode scanning, but it's the same data, you're getting the exact same data, it's just how the data is coming in. I don't want to speak on that because I'm not a lawyer, and I'd rather have someone else that can read the Statute and explain that to you.
Mr. Aponte: That is awesome because we have a lawyer.
Mr. Wimberly: I know you do. I provided some of the information on the research that I've done on that, which was brought to my attention because that was a new Statute, and I feel like that Statute was written purposely for a particular route, but that's a good question, so there's different types of scanners out there, and you have experimented over the years with me, as well as others, and some work better than others. The State of Florida, our driver's licenses, we have both the most complex of driver's licenses to read, as well as vehicle tags, almost every other state has very dark blue letters with white background or black on white background, where you get really good reads, with real high contrast, we have a metallic green on metallic white, it's reflective, and you have so many specialty plates down here which everyone has and brings in all kinds of crazy read, so there's different technologies that work well and sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn't, so the whole thing with the driver's licenses is very tricky. Kevin made a comment before with the newer driver's licenses, I know that the manufacturer is working on a code on that, it's very odd, the new driver's license has a higher gloss which creates more reflectiveness to it, where the older license had a little more dullness to it, and you would think that works as well as the new one but, it has to do with that contrast and Florida keeps changing things, and the manufacturers have to keep up with that as we go.
Mr. Quesada: Just again, I'm just going from my experience, but he's the expert and he knows what technology is out there, and Miguel touched on something, every system that we've used we've tried using snap shell, in the amount of 41,000 scans you
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guys had 41,060, the amount of 24/7 activity that you have, no one device is equipped to handle that volume on a consistent basis, and again, it just requires an investment and having multiple spares, having multiple service calls, and again, we're at the manufacturer's mercy when it comes to this, because a lot of stuff is under warranty and we have a fiduciary responsibility to now spend money that we shouldn't be spending on this maintenance so just keep that in mind, that is something that we are looking for in whatever system we choose, even if we keep the license scanning component to it, is how can we keep up with the amount of volume that we have here, I think that's very important, compared to a lot of other Districts, nobody has the volume that you guys have.
Mr. Wimberly:  It is a high volume here.
Mr. Cooper: Did you say something about the guardhouses being able to open all or nothing?
Mr. Wimberly:  I did not, I think Miguel was just making a comment. Mr. Cooper: Ok.
Mr. Wimberly:  It was just more of an example really.
Mr. Cooper: Ok, is there a way to do that if we decided to go that route? Mr. Wimberly: Absolutely.
Mr. Cooper: Ok, thank you for that question. (inaudible comments) If we do something at some point and go this route, not having that redundancy so it doesn't backup the main highways. Just to clarify too Ben, what did we just spend on the current security contract, what's the new security contract cost for here?
Mr. Quesada: I don't have the figure in front of me but, I can get that, we were in the low $400s.
Mr. Aponte: It was about $430,000 and change. Mr. Quesada: Yes, so we're in that ballpark.
Mr. Cooper: Alright, so if  we're at $430,000 and change, and then the maintenance now as we go through with this, it would be the $3,900 here if we did a 3 year contract for $45,000 a year and that contract, that's for wear and tear on warrantied items or if there's damage that would be included in that?
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Mr. Quesada: Hang on a second, is this annual charges that you're proposing Kevin for the system?
Ms. Cabrera:  No, monthly.
Mr. Wimberly: You could go quarterly because those are monthly fees, those are monthly costs.
Mr. Quesada:  Ok.
Mr. Cooper: What's entailed though with those monthly costs, what does that give us?
Mr. Wimberly: I'm going to provide service whenever you require service, I mean obviously if there's major damage done, we're still going to service it, but if someone comes and runs over an operator, I mean we're going to have to look into that. The cost of materials, I'm going to give you a 20% discount on the cost of the order on whatever it is, whatever materials, LED arms, the controllers, basic maintenance, and this is on gates only.
Mr. Quesada:  So, my question because I'm a little confused, we're talking about
$4,900, your maintenance quote, like you said, and is that annually?
Ms. Cabrera: No, that's just monthly.
Mr. Wimberly: It just has my numbers combined, and I'm sorry, so for 1 year, if you go only for 1 year, it's going to be $3,750, that will also include your quarterly maintenance as well.
Mr. Quesada:  Ok.
Mr. Wimberly: Honestly, I've been working with you guys, most of you for a very long time, I've been down to this property, and you guys have been treating me extremely well, I try to do my best for you guys and I do the same for all my customers, but you've been loyal to me and I'm extremely loyal to you guys, and I feel very conservative on these numbers where a lot of others are a lot higher. I feel comfortable with this, I did an average based on what I've done over the last couple of years with you and I feel very comfortable with these numbers, and I think they're fair and maybe it will alleviate a lot of down time on operators that need service, and we're going to be on top of it.  I tell all my customers, when you have a preventative and service agreement, it gives me an additional incentive to make sure that this equipment  it's running at its
20



peak. The idea is to keep your equipment in tip top shape as possible so I don't have to send anybody out here. I think we all know that's how it works because the idea is not to have anybody out here and whenever there is an issue, I'm out here resolving it and in and out. As far as Curtis, to your comment before about the stacking loops, if we were to go into something like the proposal that I had, I can revise that. The overall cost change is going to be extremely minimal because it's just a loop, it's a small amount of labor. I'll probably come down the median on the visitor's side, on the residents side you would have to pick the pavers up, and I drop it in, so it's just the cost of the actual loop itself, and the loop protector is like $140 and the loop itself, the actual wiring piece that's another $125, and a couple of hours of my labor to be there, and then you guys are lifting the pavers. So, if you're lifting one side of the pavers, that would be for the resident's side as well as the stacking, so it's not going to be a substantial change, but I absolutely do agree with you as far  as that goes. So, I'll take comments or I'll take thoughts on whatever comes back whether  it's through  emails  or through the vendor and we can make some revisions and whatnot.
Mr. Aponte:  Absolutely and we're just talking out loud now.
Mr. Wimberly: And there's always certain things that come up, you're going to bring certain comments and variables that may come, such as the moving vehicles.
Mr. Aponte:  Absolutely, there's a lot.
Mr. Wimberly: And that would, they could automate, and again, there is going to be 1 or 2 guards onsite or near the guardhouse, so someone should be there to answer the phone to either let them in remotely or we set it up automatically, and still capturing the data and everything regardless. My experience is, usually is a lot of this is either from tailgaters or the hits that are usually from U-Haul or moving vehicles or some type of landscaping vehicles or whatnot, but usually it's U-Hauls, people driving the U-Hauls typically have no experience driving one, they forget that there's a giant box up there and I have other properties where that's typically what happens, as soon as the gate opens, the arm starts going up, we have signage, we have everything, wait for it to fully open, but they know as soon as it goes above their windshield, they forget there's a giant box up there in the front and they flip it, so there's some variables that are just
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always going to be there, but the idea is to try to reduce the hits and service it as quickly as possible.
Mr. Aponte:  Anyone else?
Mr. Quesada: So, I think you gave him direction, and again, I don't mind you guys coming to me individually but, I don't want to get pulled in different directions, while we have you all here, I'm going to add some stacking loops to the proposal, are there any other requests?
Mr. Aponte: Yes, I don't know, I don't have any problem with the stacking loops, like he said it's cheap, and we can time it out so that when we're doing our sanding on those areas, we can get them redone, but my idea is, how is the traffic going to back up, I can see it on the resident lane, I don't see it on the guest lane, but if we're going to put one on one lane, we can put it on the other. So, I don't have a problem adding that on there, I was just trying to picture how it would backup.
Mr. Wimberly: Unless it's a mechanical issue, and this is my complete experience, unless it's a mechanical issue, it's going to be user error, either they go into the visitor's side, or they're on the visitor's side and they just don't pull forward enough, pull up enough. I don't think that's going to be a problem on your property the way your guardhouse is laid out, there's going to be an entry system there, and most of these people pull all the way up. It's when someone is actually onsite, whether it's  a technician or a guard, it's when they stay further back, like when no one is there, they pull all the way up, they put their nose right up on there, and that's both residents and visitors. So again, my experience is stacking is, because there's a mechanical error or it's visitor error, and the solution is to put the backup in there so it's level, and the timing again, I will work with my board, and work with the timing, where I can tell you from experience but, the other companies and competitors, they have their proprietary sequencing and logic that they don't make any changes on and I can tell you from experience that there is a lot of issues with these other company's logic and their timing sequences.
Ms. Cabrera: So, right now do you have any experience of anywhere that they're using this system?
Mr. Wimberly:  Similar to what I'm doing right now?


Ms. Cabrera:  Similar to what you're proposing?
Mr. Wimberly: Yes, Isles of Bayshore, theirs was previously an Envera managed property.
Ms. Cabrera:  Ok, and so can you tell us a little bit about how that happened?
Mr. Wimberly: Well, they had problematic issues with both their cameras, as well as the access system for I would say the entire 3 years because I serviced the gates, installed the operators and that's all I did was  run service calls and service the gates. There was some big issue, it got hit, I went out there and resolved it. They have full control of the access as well as the cameras, I provided a letter previously and put my thoughts into it, their equipment that they used is off the shelf, basic stuff. Their proprietary logic and sequencing is not that proprietary, it's just a piece of equipment that you can program but, it comes down to a lot of what the technicians that are out there, whoever is servicing it, and they have a lot of problems with their sequences. They basically just put bandaid after bandaid, and once I came in on the property and pulled everything out, and put in what was left that was owned by the HOA and the Board and the property, I saw problems. They just wanted to try to find a solution to this, try to find another solution, and another solution, and the next thing you know you have a giant mess, and that particular property was at one point automated with a kiosk taking reads and sometime after that backs up so far, I mean it's similar to the size of yours, but I'm sure your traffic is just as much as that property. That property, I think there's off the top of my head, there's 2,200 units in there and they definitely have more traffic than you, but you guys have a lot of traffic too, and their whole sequencing was all wrong and they finally put a loop in there just 3", so the cars pull up, gate would open and people would go in, residents stopped using the resident lane and started using the visitor lane because it was faster than the resident lane. So, we put our input in, I put my input into the Board over there and management over there just as I do to you, and I wrote it out, I provided visuals and explained numbers and calculations on why they are having problems and they didn't want to hear it, and they finally came out and saw, and said oh, this and that and that and this, I can tell you I've been on that property since we've taken over and that's close to 3 weeks now, and I have had 3 hits, and those 3 hits are all accidents, 3 accidents, and 2 moving vehicles.
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Ms. Cabrera: So, what are they doing now?
Mr. Wimberly: So, the way we have it, we have free entry, we're not taking any facials yet, they're probably going to wait until the beginning of the year, we're probably going to be upgrading the camera system, and I managed the entire property, the access controls, and everything.
Ms. Cabrera: So, they basically pull up and the gate opens up and they go in? Mr. Wimberly:  It's a light, it sticks out.
Ms. Cabrera: And there's nothing else to it?
Mr. Wimberly: I have no problem with that, and another problem they had with that company was when there was an incident, the incident reports, sometimes it would be days, sometimes it would be weeks before we got a report. A lot of the reports would come back that the camera angles were bad, or this or that, but it happens, no one is perfect. I took a look at the camera system, I had to take over and look at that, half the cameras there weren't even working, not just the cameras, the wires were bad, I mean they weren't even working, and they didn't have access to the cameras, so they didn't even know, the Board didn't have access. Again, that's not my business model, this is your equipment, you pay for it, you should have access to it, whether you want it or you don't, you should have access to it. So, I don't keep information for any of my customers, and I don't keep access for any of my customers. I always have an admin account, you guys want admin back, I've provided all that to you in case I walk away and disappear, you have all that information, you don't have to go through some ridiculous route to find that.
Ms. Cabrera: So, this system, the way that it works as proposed, you haven't added anything right now?
Mr. Wimberly: No, the only thing I'm adding is just the facial, I'm adding the technology to the new servers and adding that in.
Mr. Quesada: And the software does that work, right, the software does. Mr. Wimberly: As far as what?
Mr. Quesada: The facial recognition component.
Mr. Wimberly: Yes, that's all done with the server itself. Ms. Cabrera: And there's nobody at these gates.
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Mr. Cooper: I have a couple more questions. (inaudible comments) Do we have something like the U-Hauls, like you were mentioning something before? Did I just miss that or that hasn't been discussed?
Mr. Wimberly: Well, Miguel brought that to my attention and that's a very good point, it is automated, you would have, I mean obviously they're going there now and unloading, anyone is there now for the most part, there's going to be accidents, you've had a handful of accidents, it was many years, I mean I don't know how many you have had, and that's with a guard onsite, so that's not going to change, whether it's manned or unmanned, it's not going to change unless you have a guard out there like Tommy out here, hollering and yelling to stop but, as far as that Curtis, you can have additional signage, and that's where I was mentioning where I would revise the proposal to add a callbox and that will allow someone in whether it's automated through a timing system, through a sequencing or someone who answers the phone, hey, I'm in a U-Haul truck, but they can look at a camera and give them access, and if it's another guard, it means they're going to see it or you would be speaking with them down here at guardhouse 2, I have a moving vehicle and I need to get through, and you let them in.
Mr. Quesada: Do you all want the phone component at the gates because my concern just speaking of this, we're on a clock, so I don't know how quick and how efficient that phone system would be.
Ms. Cabrera: But again, we have to have that, there has to be someone available to open in case of an emergency, and the only way to connect with those people is with a phone system.
Mr. Wimberly: Well, it's going to be broken down anyway, so the camera portion that you have would be a two way, so if there are guards onsite, they can visually see.
Ms. Cabrera: Right, that would make a call to that person or whatever.
Mr. Wimberly: Well, it goes to an App or it goes to a software, the callbox itself would be more like your callbox that you have, and that makes a physical phone call. That makes a call so whatever number is in there, again, if you're interested, I could provide the after hour service where I'm the service, they'll have reading and it they can take the information down.
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do it.
 Mr. Quesada: Well, one of the 24/7 guards do that since we've been having two


Mr. Wimberly: Whatever decisions, we can finetune that. Mr. Quesada: Ok.
Mr. Wimberly: Whether it's in house, or out house, or whatever way you want to


Ms. Cabrera:	So, the idea of having a box there that will call somebody when
necessary is something that we have to have.
Mr. Wimberly: Absolutely.  The purpose of that callbox is really to alert me to get a call that when something is not working so I go immediately. In this case, it would be both to alert you guys of something, or to open up the gate for someone in a vehicle that's not supposed to be in there which will happen, and obviously that will happen for whatever reason there's a lot of moving in.
Mr. Aponte: There is but, if that vehicle fit through the guest  lane, they're pushing a button and coming in, they're not calling anybody, so if we could set up something the same way on that other gate and save on cost, I think it's not necessary if we're going to have guards watching the guardhouses.
Ms. Cabrera: They still have to call somebody, no?
Mr. Aponte: They don't have to call anybody, you just push the button and the gate opens and you move on, it's up to you what you want to do. Do you want to use your E-Pass when it's pouring rain, or do you want to get wet and push the button when you come in, so it's up to you.
Ms. Cabrera: You can't use your E-Pass, we weren't talking about the resident lane, this is for the visitor lane.
Mr. Aponte: But we're installing other equipment there that we're going to know whether it's functioning or not, right?
Ms. Cabrera: But the question that he asked was if somebody is stuck, and we need somebody to open it remotely, how will they get in contact?
Mr. Aponte: There's an App, right, we don't need a phone call, there's an App.
Ms. Cabrera: Right, well we won't need that for a resident who is coming in with an E-Pass.
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Mr. Wimberly:  You can do both.
Mr. Aponte: No, I know  but we're talking about guests in the resident lane, if somebody is coming through the resident lane, like a U-Haul truck, it doesn't make any sense for us to spend additional money on a callbox for a U-Haul truck.
Mr. Wimberly: So, you don't have stacking, the loop that we talked about,  it's going to open up.
Mr. Aponte:	Yes,  it's going to open up regardless, so it just doesn't make any
sense.
 

Mr. Quesada: And again, we're going to be taking some responsibilities  off the
guard's plates with regard to scanning, so their primary function at that point should be just watching those cameras to see if any issues do arise, and also having somebody there that's maybe mobile that can come and assist.
Ms. Cabrera:  While manning the guardhouse that they're at, right?
Mr. Quesada: Correct, and again if we we're taking away the scanning component from them, it's their responsibilities.
Ms. Cabrera: But that would happen at certain guardhouses, the other ones that are manned would still have to do that, to scan.
Mr. Aponte: No, it's not both systems, it's just going to be one system in place. The guards are just there to make sure that, basically those are our eyes, you have to have some eyes.
Mr. Quesada: So, they can walk out of the guardhouse and respond to the hit or that person walks in the camera and sees that something is happening at another guardhouse, we should have a mobile guard I believe, whether at guardhouse 2 or guardhouse 3 where we have parking, and the person should be able to mobile to wherever there is an issue.
Mr. Aponte: Right, and keep in mind, we're under the assumption, ok the system doesn't open, the bar is stuck and it won't open, right, the guard is going to open it remotely, it didn't work to begin with, something is wrong with that operator,  it's not going to go up, so now we have to send somebody out there to remove that bar, or pop the bar open to let the flow in, that's the whole purpose of having the guards is just basically a set of eyes to make sure everything is functioning at all our gates, so that's
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why you can get away with having two shifts instead of three. So, here's my question, here's what I need to know because this is important for us to, what is this going to cost us monthly, not including the maintenance because I want to talk about the maintenance separate.
Mr. Wimberly:	So, the only monthly costs that's going to be an addition is the VOiP account, which is fairly minimum.
Ms. Cabrera: So, the monthly service is $90. Mr. Wimberly: That's it.
Ms. Cabrera: That's it?
Mr. Wimberly: That's your only recurring cost.
Mr. Aponte:	Right, so $90 per month, that's the cost to run this system, the
phone.
 

Ms. Cabrera: Yes, the voice.
Mr. Aponte: Now maintenance is, I know that we were talking about the cost, I
mean we can go back and check what it cost to repair all these items last year, and we know how much it cost, we have the numbers there, so we know maintenance is never going to go away whether we have a maintenance agreement or not, right?
Mr. Quesada: I'm going to put on my Paul hat, I think whatever route you guys choose, I think you guys would save a lot of money going that route.
Mr. Aponte: With the maintenance? Mr. Quesada: Yes.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, and that's what I was trying to get to, because if you guys look at the check registers, what do we see there, maintenance, maintenance, maintenance, so you add it all up, it's going to add up, so if we can have preventative maintenance, then maybe we can avoid that. So, we're looking at $3,250 a month.
Ms. Cabrera: Plus the $90.
Mr. Quesada: Well, I already have those numbers for you, so for the $3,250 times 12 which is the 3 year agreement, you're looking at roughly $39K annually.
Mr. Aponte: So, $39K and then another $1,000.
Mr. Quesada: Well, add the $1,080 if you go with VOiP, you're looking at just over $40K.
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Mr. Aponte:  So, $40K annual.
Mr. Quesada: If you go to 1 year, and you include the VOiP, you're looking at just over $46K.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, so we're looking at $40K a year to run our very own system, and probably tweak it however we want to tweak it, in addition to whatever other guards we may have to keep, and I'm going to jump over to the new updated proposal that we have from Envera.
Mr. Quesada:  Correct.
Mr. Aponte: This is important and I want this on the record. They're proposing a monthly investment of $9,994,97, right?
Mr. Quesada:  Correct.
Mr. Aponte:  What's the total on that yearly? Mr. Quesada:  $119,939.64.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, so it would cost us an additional $60,000 give or take to do that. So, with those numbers alone, I think that if we are  considering doing any type of automation, I mean just cost-wise I'm not even interested in even talking about using Envera.  I don't know if you guys agree with me on this, I'm just talking out loud, it's up to you guys,  I'm just talking out loud looking at costs because if it's going to cost me
$40,000 a year, and we're going to need to have a few guards, obviously that's going to be less than $120,000 year with two guards. So, the key here is, if we really are looking into this, we have to look at it in two ways, the first way is at one point or another we're going to have to basically bring up our system and update it so we can look at it in that aspect. This is going to be an upgrade to the servers, we have to add a few more cameras, so we look at that as an investment for the community as part of the security aspect, that's the way I'm seeing it, with a $40,000  monthly investment to reduce the overall security contract price, so that's the goal. So, the key is what are we comfortable with, that's what we need to start thinking about, let's try to figure out what we want here from this proposal, what we want to add, whatever you guys feel comfortable with, whether we want to continue to do the driver's license  scanning, whether we want facial recognition, but we really need to take these proposals seriously because we  already  know it's coming, we're  going to have another  rate  hike coming
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with the guards eventually, we're going to have additional costs, when do we stop bleeding with this huge security contract, when do we stop at $700 or $800, I mean it's not fair to the residents if we can mitigate those costs by using some type of automation. So, this is the time to let Kevin know, this is the time, let's do it, and I know it's late, it's getting a little bit late, but let's try to wrap this up so next year when we get together again we can have something to present to the residents, and then let the residents get a feeling of what we're doing so that when it's time to pull the trigger, if we have the funding we have something for that. So, what do you guys think, do you want facial recognition, do you want tags?
Mr. Cooper: Is there a way to, I'm not saying I'm going to jump on board with this tonight because I think we just made this huge change, and I think it's great information, but I think because of what you were saying that we were going to finetune something, so that when it comes time to pull the trigger, we're able to do that, I think that's what you just said, right?
Mr. Aponte:  Correct.
Mr. Cooper: Is there a way if we were to move forward, I mean I would like to see whichever community that Kevin has some stuff working that's similar, just to kind of see the flow and if we were to let anything update or to make changes on, is there a way to implement one guardhouse versus doing all three at the same time just to see how that works out, and I know it's probably impossible but, it would be nice to see if we did have any other thing that we need to look at, then we at least have something that we're not committing all three guardhouses to this project.
Mr. Wimberly: We could do that, obviously it's going to be completely different pricing, it would be more of a standalone system versus everything you're getting together, but if that's the direction that you want to go, I mean we could go that route. We could, I wouldn't recommend it, but if that's something, I just have to go back to it and recreate a proposal for it.
Mr. Aponte: And I hear what you're saying Curtis but, then we've got three completely different entrances, and that's the problem that we run into in Waterstone, we have 4 communities going in the Boulevard, and then we have 12 communities coming in through either Campbell or Speedway, and that's the problem we have which
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one do we choose? We may not need a manned guard at the Boulevard, it could just be unmanned for all we know because it's less amount of traffic. So, if we try it there, it really isn't answering any questions other than, ok it may or may not work at that location, we have to implement a guard for that location. We know that's the case at guardhouse 1, we know that's the case in guardhouse 2, so we would try to figure out would that be the case on guardhouse 3, do we need a guard there. So, I don't know that it would work, I know what you're trying to do because it makes complete sense, but I think maybe having just maybe I guess a field trip, take a field trip over to that community and see how it's working and talk to those Board members and see if it's working on their end.
Mr. Wimberly: Each one of these locations will definitely be finetuned as Miguel just said, especially guardhouse 2 since you have the school, so it's its own unique animal on its own, where that timing in sequencing will be that direction from you. So, right now you guys leave the gates open at a certain period of time, and I can program all that, where it's all going to be automated so the gates remain open from whatever the hours are, I can custom tailor that. I'm going to include that unless we're adding additional equipment or whatnot, all that timing in that sequence I will work with you guys, absolutely.
Mr. Quesada: That's great.
Mr. Aponte: Right, we talked about that last time, is that we know exactly which guardhouses are the busiest and where we need the manpower during those hours, so that's the key, we have to use the information available to make those decisions.
Mr. Wimberly: I just want to add one more thing, so I understand Jessica's concern of the driver's licenses and if it's something that you're adamant about and that discussion is with your lawyer, I mean I can also revise this and create basically a system that will scan the license via camera, which theoretically is OCR. So, basically, it's the same thing, that's basically that same system is what most hospitals use, all they use is a PTZ camera system, you stick it on a flatbed and it turns and takes a picture and that's what they use, it's a camera, that's not even a scanner, so it's an actual camera that takes a picture of it, and stores it in there. When we push that button, it puts the license in there, we can have some dialogue, I mean that's a specialty box and
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I put it in there and they hit that button, please present your license, blah, blah, take it and scan it and that's just secondary.
Mr. Quesada:  Excuse me one second, Paul has to leave in about 2 minutes, are there any questions, or Paul do you have anything for the Board before you go?
Mr. Aponte:  He's gone, maybe he's muted. Ms. Cabrera:  No, that was 2 minutes ago. Mr. Aponte:  Ok, that's alright.
Mr. Quesada:  Ok, alright.
Mr. Wimberly:  So, if that is brought to my attention, that's something that we can work towards, it's just another option.
Mr. Quesada:   So, to keep the meeting moving, do you want to either have him present multiple options, one with a license component?
Mr. Aponte:   Well,  I think that we probably need to hear from counsel as far as the driver's license aspect of it before we decide.
Mr. Quesada:	He does  have an update on that,  do you want to address  that
now?
 

Mr. Cochran:  Sure.  So, on the license issue, there's a Statute that was enacted
back in 2013 dealing with driver's license scanning, not scanning, but swiping is the term that's used, butthat actually applies to private entities which means any nongovernmental entity under the Statute. So, the District is a governmental entity, so I talked to Ben assuming that the license is being scanned by District equipment going into the District database or whatever, as opposed to a private party, then I don't think it's a violation of the Statute. I did a little additional research, I didn't see anything comparable that addresses governmental entity  use of it, under that Statute it seems like it's primarily two business entities that were doing that kind of thing, and it does allow them to do that under certain circumstances or if the person consents to it but, for them to consent, they have to be notified of what information is being collected and what the purpose of it is. So, the bottom line is, that Statute, there was a lot of, looking back, there was some press about it at the time, and there were issues with HOAs and private entities, but in all my searching  I didn't see anything that is applied that even in the  terms  of  the  Statute  itself,  it  only  applies  to  private  entities,  not  governmental


entities, so I don't think there's a problem with that. That being said, if you have the option of doing an OCR, or photograph versus a swiped/scan of the back, I don't quite understand the distinction, because from what I've read, even in the legislative history of the Statute, it's supposed to be the same information that is visible on the front of the card, it's what's obtained through swiping the back, so I don't know why they did this distinction here but, if you have an option to do an optical scan like a photograph as opposed to a swipe, that might be preferrable, just because that would be different than the swipe but, even the swipe at least from everything I've seen, I haven't seen anything that indicates that a governmental entity is prohibited from doing that. I will say, you have to be very careful with the information you get from that because just at the last session they made it clear that unauthorized, if there's a public records request, that stuff is not subject to public records requests, and if that gets submitted, it can be significant fines for doing it. So, that's on that, as far as the license goes, my only other comment, and I guess Paul is already off the line but, I've been with this District for a long time but, there was predecessors here before me, and I know Paul has been here a long time but, when we were first installing the soft gate system, we passed a resolution that had a position of statement, and my understanding from reading that document and from comments that have been made by Paul in the past, is that this was something that we did in conjunction with the city for us to be allowed to construct and install this soft gate system here in the community, and there are pieces in that position statement that talk about the guardhouses being staffed 24/7. So, my question, and because I wasn't there at the time, I wasn't part of those discussions with the city, I don't know if that's something that we would  be allowed to amend to take new technology,
etc., because this was adopted back in 2007, obviously that's 14 years ago, things have · changed certainly.   So, my only question would be do we need to go back to the city, once we have decided what our new proposal would be, would we need to take that to them in light of this document, or is that something that we can just, that we don't have to do, we can change it.   It's just a resolution with an attached position statement, so again, like I said, that was 14 years ago, honestly technology has advanced since then and I don't know if that would impact things but, because I wasn't part of that discussion
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at the time, I don't know beyond what's on the paper there, like as far as how that goes but, it seems like that was a piece that the city was requiring at that time.
Mr. Quesada: I believe our city councilwoman will be able to do some research and get back to us on that.
Ms. Avila: Yes, and what I'll do is I'll send this to the attorneys, and I'll let them know that there is discussion on the table to modify the security platform, and at least identify what would be the next steps, that you can finalize your process, whether or not a new ordinance or a resolution would have to be drafted, and then I think at that point it should give you some comfort. (inaudible comments)
Mr. Cochran: So, that was the only other consideration that I had as far as the timing goes.
Mr. Cooper: Hey Scott? Mr. Cochran: Yes Curtis.
Mr. Cooper: Do you also, are you counsel for Oasis? Mr. Cochran: Is that East Homestead COD?
Mr. Quesada: Yes.
Mr. Cochran: Our firm is, I'm not the attorney at our firm that works with that District, no.
Mr. Cooper: It would be interesting to see because they obviously had manned security guards at one point, and then they moved over to the Envera system, so it would be interesting to see if they needed approval to go from guards to the Envera system over there.
Mr. Cochran: Ok, so I will make a note to talk with the attorney in our office who's working with them to see what information we've got on that.
Mr. Aponte: But those are private entities, no? The Envera system is HOA?
Mr. Cochran: It depends on how it's structured so if it's District roads and it's soft gates, Envera can do things differently than they would normally do so that it functions as a soft gate but, most of the places where I personally encountered Envera are hard gates, they have private roads, there might be a public facility inside and they will grant access to that. For instance, it's a private road but there's a District there, and we meet in a clubhouse inside that community, and I'll go through the process and they'll let me

in because they have to let the public in for that meeting but, they don't have to let public in just to drive around the neighborhood.
Mr. Aponte: Ben, I guess the Envera system at Oasis, is that HOA or is the District?
Mr. Quesada: So, my understanding of how it operates is up to the gate is a COD, and then once you get in, it's a HOA operation, so like the master for Isles at Oasis is who controls the Envera system and purchased it, and operates it and maintains its and works with Envera.
Mr. Aponte: And it's in their property line. Mr. Quesada: Correct.
Mr. Aponte:  Ok, Ijust wanted to make sure.
Mr. Quesada: I don't know if there was a maintenance easement type of thing that was drafted but, again, from my understanding and I know for a fact is that the Isles of Oasis Master Association is who is overseeing the Envera operation and fixtures, like we have two Waterstone Boulevards, just so you guys can visualize, each of those sections, the entrance off of 152nd and the entrance off of 147th are just for 4 communities, and again they're asking questions about those communities, so it's all a privately run system on that. As far as the property goes, everything leading up to that gate is District property.
Mr. Aponte:  Got it, I was just curious that's all.
Mr. Wimberly: But the roads are public inside, up to the gated communities, correct?
Mr. Quesada: Yes, that's why I'm telling you it's a little tricky, but all the questions and everything they're doing is directed into those communities.
Mr. Wimberly: I understand, so for Oasis, Envera is only doing the visitors side, the resident side, I provide the equipment, well HOA management manages that, but they are scanning, they're blocking people coming in.
Mr. Aponte: I just don't want to mix it up because all of us have our entrances that are automated to begin with now, so I just don't want to look something up and then use it as an example and then it has nothing to do with the District. So, if we're going to use an example, I'd rather use something that hey, if you give them authorization to use
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it here and they're a District, but I'm with you Curtis, that's a good call. I can't imagine that the city would be against us trying to do automation as long as we keep the operation and the guardhouses to the allotted times that we came  up so as long as we're moving the traffic.
Mr. Wimberly: That's their biggest concern is the stacking and then as long as you're processing vehicles through.
Mr. Cooper: As I was thinking now, Fire Rescue as we have it now the guards are motioning through, opening the gate pretty immediately, and then they have a box at each community where they have to get out of the vehicle to utilize that.  If there was a fire, it was set to automatically open and all the units can follow them, so I think you were saying the box needed to be placed on the visitor's side Kevin, if I remember the conversation. My concern would be that they'd have to get out of the vehicle again, which takes away time, open up that box, get back in the vehicle and then that slows the response time down.
Mr. Wimberly: They should be coming in with an emergency vehicle, they should be coming in on the resident's side. Currently, you have no box or anything there, so typically we do the box and when we're done we add the box system SOS, both are going to let you in. One is, and you're familiar with the box because of your experience, and that could be installed at a certain height for certain vehicles inbetween, typically it's ADA, anywhere between 42" and 48" but, I would put a box there, as well as the SOS box. What's nice about that is that the newer ones will reset themselves and the gates will close, where as the other older boxes, I've had many service calls where the gates were open, and then we come out there and we're checking everything and then we know. So, the newer systems get wired in, and we get notifications that it was triggered so that we know and management knows that it needs to be closed, but in this situation, I would do both the box as well as the SOS, and the cost of that equipment is what it is. The box is a couple of hundred dollars, it goes on file, there's a serial number and that's all documented. The SOS is the same thing, it's a couple of hundred dollars, plus it's wired in and we can configure it to close at "X" amount of time or a certain time period which is nice because the older ones didn't do that, you had to come out and physically reset it.
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Mr. Aponte:  Ok.  Any more questions guys?
Mr. Quesada: So again, just to wrap it up for him, do we  want the license component, do we not want the license component, do you want two options, just to give him the direction he needs to be able to come back so you guys can make a decision.
Mr. Cruz:  Probably to have both.
Mr. Quesada:  Ok, so look at both options.
Mr. Cruz:  Both the license and the facial recognition.
Ms. Cabrera:  For me the facial recognition doesn't do anything. Mr. Cruz:  It's just records.
Ms. Cabrera: Well, if I had to choose between the two, I would want the license to be scanned, I mean we have cameras up, we are videoing these people, most of our cameras have angles where we can see physically, see the  people's faces on these cameras. I mean if you were telling me that this face recognition system was so that the information could be saved, and then  maybe make it automation, and make it easier that when this person in the future comes  to visit they've already been saved, then maybe there's a benefit, I see the benefit in that but, I don't see the benefit in face recognition.
Mr. Wimberly: So, you can add a face to a watchlist and then it will alert the guard sitting there, or whoever they could get alerted. As quick  as  you  have that picture, you can add it in, put it in a watchlist and now they're being watched, if that person comes in again, someone is going to be able to know, whether it's through an email or through an App that has the capabilities.
Ms. Cabrera: But I see the benefit in that and I see the benefit in us having less manpower because of that but, if I had to choose between the two, I would want the license to be scanned for me that is more beneficial in my opinion.
Mr. Cruz:  Ok.
Mr. Cabrera: I'm not against this whole automation or adding a hybrid system where we have a little bit of both, but I don't want to compromise things for features that are not really beneficial to us just because we would be saving on less money towards a guard or cops saving money on our contract when we're still compromising,  and I get


it's not a hard gate, I get that we'll still have certain situations that are inevitable, and it will happen, like we have at our sub associations where tailgating is inevitable. We've tried it all, I mean the last thing that we need is a sniper onsite who is trained to shoot at anybody, so I know things are inevitable but, I think if we had the opportunity to be proactive about certain things then I would want to do that. I would want to take that initiative and scanning licenses to me is much more proactive than having a face recognition system in place. I mean we would be compromising that security aspect to bring down the cost on our security contract that would then be  compromising  our security, do you know what I mean, so I don't see the benefit in getting rid of gathering this information. I know that it doesn't deter everything, I know that this is not a perfect world and we will still have that, I know that the insurance company can still go after them, I know all of that, but we are still gathering this very important information that most people are not willing to give and putting that on the table side by side with, do we want a face recognition, automated system that will take a picture of them, versus gathering that information, for me, we are compromising security anyway, possibly because we don't even know what the savings will be but, if we  have a savings, we would be saving on the security contract, yes, but we would still be compromising the security to save on the security. For me, it doesn't add up, I mean if we were adding this as an additional feature, ok we're gathering even more information, awesome, that's perfect, but we're doing it supplementing other things that I think are more important. For me this automated system from the beginning, it just leaves a sour taste in my mouth, we are way too big of a community, we are 2,200 units plus, and it's too much traffic, we've heard from residents, so we've gotten feedback and people are not willing to sit at the gate for whatever time in case of an emergency or if there's a backup, or if there's an issue with the gate.  I know that there's ways that we will set things up so that it functions properly, but still, it's just not for me. It's important that we gather the information that will long term be more beneficial for us, versus compromising services, and I've always felt that  way, I've always been vocal about that. I'm not going to compromise services to save a pretty penny here and there, if we are going to save, and we don't know if we're going to save, but I'm not willing to do that, my family lives here, I live here, I pay this money, I pay this service contract, these are my taxes too,
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and I'm not willing to compromise the security of the people who live here and save a little on the contract with security, and then add this facial recognition. We're still going to need to have manpower, and I don't know what we would do with the face other than what you mentioned now to cross reference it.
Mr. Wimberly:  The face recognition, it's a small part of the upgrade total camera system, so those individual pieces going in if we're going to remove Milestone and it's my recommendation.
Ms. Cabrera: But that is the most important component here is that, because I know we'll still be adding additional things, but the most important thing I think if I'm not missing the point here is, the most important thing about this is that we are trying to decrease the security contract, remove some guards, go a little more automated to be able to remove guards to save for the cost savings.
Mr. Quesada: Well, there are two conversations, the security contract and then automation.
Ms. Cabrera:  But ultimately that's the goal, is this going to work?
Mr. Cooper:  I think also to add to that, it's not just the cost savings but effectiveness of the system and how it was being run so that's why we changed security companies and it seems like we're having a better response with this new company being able to do procedures and protocols so we have a place to gather this information and so just to add on to what you were saying Jessica concerning that.
Ms. Cabrera: And that's what I'm saying going along with that route of effectiveness, how effective is it going to be, what is the ultimate goal, as a team here, what is the goal, what is the point other than just giving automation to people who want automation. Other than just going that route to just please people who are insisting on automation in some way, what is the real benefit to us to include this automated system or this partial automated system, what  is the real benefit to us when we're losing the factor of collecting real hard information from these individuals, whether it's their idea or not, unfortunately maybe they'll use a fake ID or whatever, or refuse to show ID, but we are still being proactive in trying to gather that information.
Mr. Aponte: 100%, I agree. The only thing that we're talking about is the facial recognition doesn't do anything for  us, I wish Yanko  could make it today because he


could have answered that, it's a question for the Police Department as to what they would use, the technology they have now available, I'm sure they can use that information that we're providing to them to their  benefit, so we can't say that it's not usable, that would be something that we would have to discuss and hopefully when we get together again, he'll be able to make it, and then we'll bring that question to him as far as what they can use because we can gather as much information as possible, but at the end of the day the police officers have to do their job, and they have to do their investigating, so all we can do is provide what we have there, whether it's a face, whether it's a tag, and then they can do their homework. We can't do both, it's going to come to a point where it's not going to be affordable for the residents to live in Waterstone. The taxes are going to get to the point where, when does it end, so what we're doing here is we're doing that, we want to make sure that we have a system in place that's going to be almost as great as what we may have now because it's not great. I mean at the end of the day, anyone can come in, and by the end of the day the guard may push the button and let that person in, there's just so many variables.
Ms. Cabrera: But how would we benefit more from a facial  recognition system than from a driver's license scanning system?
Mr. Aponte:  That's the question for the Police Department.
Mr. Quesada: And that's what I was going to tell you, I think we need to invite the police here because without getting too specific, because they  can't  divulge  too much on what's going on, and I just saw recently a story having tracked a suspect with cameras and red light cameras and everything, that whole world is shifting towards that technology, it may not be fully executing that way but, just like how you were with the painting and how you were ahead of the trend, that is where that world is going, they're going more facial recognition. Our redlight cameras are not just for running red lights, they are tracking cars and being able to locate suspects and so the facial component of how they run searches on driver's licenses, so if you do capture a face, it's all going in that direction, I just don't know all the details, but that's something a police officer could probably expand on.
Mr. Wimberly: It really comes down to the more material data you have from before.




Ms. Cabrera: Ok, well it's redundant at this point, but that's what I mean, like we're already getting their image on camera, we have cameras everywhere at different angles, maybe we need to adjust the angles of what we already have.
Mr. Aponte: The problem is, if you want to continue to scan cameras, we will need also the system in place to capture that image. So, then the person who is giving the driver's license matches that photo on that driver's license, so you see what I'm saying. We just had that resident here saying that  she  grabbed her driver's license, gives it to her husband, her husband scans it, they let them in and  it's the  husband that's scanning her driver's license but she's driving, they didn't capture her, so that's the problem that we have is, the driver's license is being scanned whether they found it on the street or not, it doesn't match the driver either could be the case, so that's the problem. In a perfect world you're going to get the person that's driving, owning that vehicle, or the person who's driving, the husband owns the vehicle but, there's a way to track that, but at the end of the day, it's just difficult.
Ms. Cabrera: I think it's redundant while removing a piece that I think is important for us to have because our cameras are still capturing whoever is in that car, whether it's not like a frontal view of that person, but maybe we can adjust angles, at guardhouse 2 I know very well that the face of the person driving comes out perfectly clear because when we did our investigations for things that have happened, we've looked at that gate and we found the face on that camera, and we've been able to put 2 and 2 together and see that face was here as well entering  the clubhouse. So, that camera there captures the face perfectly, so why do we need another system that will also do that?
Mr. Quesada:  It's a bigger service to be able to provide that timeline. Mr. Aponte:   Right, it's the time stamp, that's what you're missing.
Mr. Wimberly:  But those facial pieces to your cost is right under $1,000, so it's
$975, so it's a combination of operating the entire infrastructure of your video system as well, and entering this in, it's a small cost in addition to what you have.
Ms. Cabrera: Yes, and the physical technology is minimal, yes, I get it.
Mr. Cooper:  When do we have to renew our Milestone contract for the year?
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Mr. Wimberly: To answer your question, I don't have that in front of me, I can provide that to Ben, I want to say that was upgraded when we did the addition to some of the thermal cameras, I want to say January, 2024, but I can provide that to Ben.
Mr. Aponte:  Ok, so just a recap, you want the driver's license scan as well. Mr. Cruz:  Yes.
Mr. Aponte:  Curtis, do you want the driver's license scan as well?
Mr. Cooper: So, if you don't mind giving me an opportunity to summarize some gray areas, with regards to the information, I think the additional aspect, it's not just grabbing information, at least that we're asking for from people, or  gathering  from people, it's also a deterrent for somebody to do something in our community.  (inaudible comment) They're going to probably go somewhere else, so they're going to wind up going somewhere else for that information, like when we did the fences and we did the initial guardhouses, it was like we're doing these tests adding the 24 hour police officers so that we can deter thieves or criminal activity, so if we're detracting away from the system that we have, I like the visuals, I like being able to get the IDs, getting more is better than getting less.  So, I'm for getting more, I'm not for getting less.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, so then we're looking at a system that's going to do both, we want it to scan driver's licenses and then do the facial recognition. A scanned driver's license of a person that's not the person that's scanning it is useless, we need to make sure that we have an actual image of the person that's scanning the driver's license, so we need both.
Ms. Cabrera:  But we have that.
Mr. Aponte: We do not have that in place currently, we don't have a time stamp of the person coming in, scanning their driver's license and getting a photo, we don't have that in place currently. We would have to go in there and go through all the information.
Ms. Cabrera: Ok, so like we were saying, before he interrupted me and I lost my train of thought, the technology is minimal for that, so we're not talking about what it costs us to add a thing that takes a picture of a face but, in the grand scope of things we're talking about adding this feature to remove presence of a physical guard there, so it's a big deal.  So, in terms of the technology being set up, it's nothing right, it's minimal,
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it's whatever it costs us, but it's playing a much bigger part because we're going to be using that in place of having a physical person at the gate, so it's a big deal, is what I'm saying. I don't know, I know like you said, it doesn't have an actual time stamp, or a frontal view of that person, if we could add a feature, it would be nice but, I don't think that it should take the place of us still scanning IDs.
Mr. Aponte:   Right, and we've already agreed to that, so thank you for repeating it all over again, that was very nice. So, Kevin, we're looking at, well first of all, what is the timeframe that we have where we can hold the resident, is that in the resolution?
Mr. Cochran:  No.
Mr. Wimberly:   It's an ordinance.
Mr. Aponte:  Do you remember how long we can hold them?
Mr. Quesada:  I want to say it's 90 seconds, off the top of my head.
Mr. Aponte: 90 seconds, ok, so Kevin in 90 seconds I can get somebody to take out their driver's license and scan their ID on their own, and take off, or is the timer going to go off and the bar is going to open before they pull their driver's license out and scan?
Mr. Wimberly:  Well, we can custom tailor it to how you want it, so once they put it in there and they push that button, we're going to grab both of those images and it could be on a delay of 3 seconds, whatever you want that delay to be.
Mr. Aponte:  Right, so how quick can they scan a driver's license? Mr. Wimberly:  It's a matter of the same time they put it up in there.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, that was my only question because what's going to happen is that, is the bar going to open before they even scan their driver's license, if we're going automated, I'm talking automation versus manned. These are all the things that we need to put into consideration is the time that it's going to take for them to open, are they just going to sit and wait for the gate to open, so we have to talk about all that. So, we want a driver's license, you said we can still swipe, but he prefers that we take a photo, that's by our attorney. Can we get a price for both, or can you tell us it's better suited for our community as far as traffic, and then in addition to that, in order for me to go forward  because I would want the facial  recognition on there,  I want to make sure
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that the person that scans that driver's license is the same person, and that we have a clear photo that the police can use for the future, so it's going to have to be both.
Mr. Quesada:   I don't know if that's going to really change your price as you think it is because again,  I think it's going to agree with him, because you have to upgrade your servers, you heard about Milestone and all the issues we're having, the software is doing the thinking, it's not a big deal, if we have to relocate or add a camera somewhere we're talking pennies based on our budget and what we're spending annually at the guardhouses.
Mr. Aponte: Right.
Mr. Quesada: So, it's easy to include if we're going to go that route with upgrading our servers.
Mr. Aponte: Well, in addition to the fact that we put this in place, and then maybe we never use it, well, it will be used but we still keep the guards, it's just our equipment, we own it, we're just basically advancing  the technology we currently have, so it's a win/win regardless, so that's the key. So, the license reader for Jessica, for Victor and everyone else, it doesn't really make a difference for me.
Mr. Wimberly: And it's going to be a small cost for the additional equipment, so it's going to be all in one solution.
Mr. Aponte: Yes, it's awesome to have them both, and my concern is there is no one there if we go automation, you have to go to your wallet, you're going to grab your driver's license, and if you sit there for 45 seconds you don't have to do any of that, so we don't capture anything, that's what I'm getting at, so that would be something that would happen.  I'm throwing in variables, I'm not saying that I'm against it or for it.
Mr. Valladares: Is scanning or whatever you want to call it, the driver's license regardless of what state or where it's from?
Mr. Wimberly:  Well, if we go this route, it's going to be grabbing an optical image
of it.
 

Mr.  Valladares:	Because  what  we  have  in  my  community,  we  have  military
people and we have foreign  military people that come through, and they're using their passport.


Mr. Wimberly: Well, we're going to be grabbing an actual image versus the scan of the back.
Ms. Cabrera:  So, it's a picture. Mr. Valladares:   Right.
Mr. Quesada:  Ok, so you have your direction, Kevin. Mr. Aponte:  Yes.
Mr. Wimberly: I got it, and what sets me as a little different than other companies and other vendors is I work with you guys to custom tailor something, where a lot of these others are just off the shelf boxes of what they have, and every property is different, every Board is different, everybody's desires are different. So, my goal is to meet what you guys want and me to exceed your expectations of what you expect out of the system, of what you agree on and what's allowed as well in whatever District I'm working on.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, so we have one more problem, so we took care of the guests but, what are we going to do about the resident lane? Do you want to wait for that person to take out their driver's license, to scan their driver's license?
Ms. Cabrera: The resident is coming in with an E-Pass, so why do we have to worry about the residents?
Mr. Aponte: No, I'm going to be a rebel, I'm not going to wait in that line, I'm going to go through that resident lane, I'm not a resident, what information do you guys want to gather there before we have a backup?
Ms. Cabrera: So, you have a visitor going in through the resident lane is what you're saying?
Mr. Aponte: Yes, it's going to happen, so what information do you guys want to gather because we have two entrances. We took care of one, now let's take care of the other lane.
Ms. Cabrera: Right, so we have to come up with something for the system, for when we have those issues, when we have a visitor going into a resident lane, clearly, they're not going to have an E-Pass so the gate isn't going to open for them.
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Mr. Wimberly: Look, I'm not here to speak for the guards, but some of them know me, some of them don't, but I've never had a problem going through it. (inaudible comments)
Ms. Cabrera: And we've talked about having the system where they can call if they go into the wrong lane, but we're going back to where it delays people, and then there's a backup, and then go all the way back to how automated doesn't work for us.
Mr. Aponte: That's my point exactly, but you have to build it to all those issues we're going to have at all the entrances, so as a person that's coming in that  now realizes if I go through the resident gate, all I have to do is push that button, it takes a picture of me and move on, I'm going to do that instead of going through there because it's going to be a lot faster. So, we're losing the driver's license scan, and  I'm just looking at all the things that can happen, all the variables, so that's the problem we have is we're unique, we don't have one entrance, we have two at each one of those guardhouses.
Mr. Wimberly:  You guys have a big property.
Mr. Aponte:  So, how do we handle that, you know that's the problem.
Ms. Cabrera: What are other properties doing, we don't have the experience of having any automated anything here, so I don't know. If a visitor goes in through the resident lane, they have to be able to communicate with somebody that they're in the wrong lane so that the gate can open, because it's not going to open because they don't have an E-Pass, so then we need a box and there would be a delay of whatever time that takes for them to make the call and get somebody on the thing.
Mr. Aponte: Well, then we have the loop that's going to detect the backup and then obviously by the time that happens the bar is open, and the traffic is being let in.
Ms. Cabrera: And then everybody is just coming in.
Mr. Aponte: But it's going to happen because at guardhouse 1 it's going to happen, and what information are we gathering during that time, absolutely nothing, they're just coming right through, and those are all the challenges that we have. That's why I'm saying, in a perfect world if we have one entrance,  it would be easy to solve but, we're just so unique and we've talked about this before, automation is complicated. I like the fact that we are, and again, we talked  about we are upgrading our security
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system at our entrances so that they work more efficiently for the residents and should we want to go full automation or partial automation, the system is in place when that time comes. So, that's why  I was telling you guys, we're looking at this a little bit different and as I mentioned, we're going to have to upgrade our servers coming up soon, so we can do this all at once, use it under our funding for each one of those guardhouses that we have in our budget, and then just get it in place, and we get the best worlds for a while, you have manned guards, and you have updated equipment.
Mr. Quesada: And use those analytics if and when you decide to scale back. Mr. Aponte:  Right, but the system has to be in place before we go out of here.
Ms. Cabrera: So, just to let you know that the Councilwomen is chiming in and she said, I think that the answer to the question is that it's really just for informational purposes that we will use later at a later time. So, what happens when the ID picture looks nothing like the driver, will it alert someone, or does the gate not open? I think it's just going to gather the information period, and then eventually we would have that information to use, and she said some people don't always look the same, hair color, beard, shaved, weight gain, weight loss. So, it's just a gathering of the information at that very moment that we would then be able to use for whenever we need it.
Mr. Aponte: Yes, the purpose is to gather the information should that induvial that's coming in is up to no good.
Ms. Avila: (inaudible comment)
Mr. Quesada: Well, facial recognition, what I like about that is it can actually read your eyes.
Mr. Wimberly: When you run the query, and if you want to see this person, you can adjust the threshold of all of those details.
Ms. Avila: (inaudible comments)
Mr. Wimberly: (inaudible comments) Ms. Avila: (inaudible comments)
Mr. Aponte: Alright, so just to make it easy let's just do both time stamp, facial recognition and driver's license for all entrances and then we can break it up from there, because we could probably talk until midnight tonight, but Mike said that he's hungry, so he wants to leave.
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Mr. Wimberly:  So, you want the additional call box?
Mr. Aponte:  Yes, additional call box on each one of the resident's side, yes. Mr. Wimberly:  And the loops?
Mr. Aponte:  With loops and then both readers. Mr. Wimberly:  Ok, that's not a problem.
Mr. Aponte:  Perfect.
Mr. Wimberly: There's one other proposal there I was asked to provide, it was for upgrading the entrance door here and that operated independently and I didn't really make any upgrades to that because it is independent. (inaudible comment)
Ms. Cabrera:  So, what is it?
Mr. Aponte:  This is the one for the clubhouse. Ms. Cabrera:  What are we doing?
Mr. Quesada: Again, I can summarize real quick, but he can expand on it if you have any questions is, basically doing away with our E-card FOB system, you'd be creating access control points at the entrance to the gym, at the entrance to the pool, and basically replacing with a facial recognition system. I think it would actually be a nice test if you guys are still thinking about this to see how some of that facial recognition technology works. Various clubhouses are using that right now that our company manages, it takes temperatures which is helpful in case someone has a fever, so you would get that alert, and again if someone is wearing a mask it still reads, you can incorporate them into your system, migrate our database, and do away with  ID cards. Again, we have more hospitality  self-security here, it's basically making sure people are loading on their card and the person that's registered to come in here is physically present.
Ms. Cabrera: So, what if the person that's physically present comes and shows their face and then leaves and their guest stays?
Mr. Quesada: Well again, we're always still going to have somewhat of a human presence here, but the same thing could happen with an ID card, someone could hand their card to somebody else, they're using that card member's card and that person never even stepped foot in here, so at least we have that component to it.
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Mr. Wimberly: Ben asked me to provide a proposal, your system is extremely dated here, you can't even replace them.
Mr. Quesada: Correct.
Mr. Wimberly: That was the disaster that we went through a couple months ago when you had Envera, it's a complete disaster to begin with, so you need to do an upgrade whether it's facial or not facial, you need to do an upgrade.
Mr. Aponte: Since this is a little bit different, and it's via membership, can we set that up where it will deny access if it doesn't recognize?
Mr. Wimberly:  It's only going to let people in that are already in the system. Mr. Quesada: Correct.
Mr. Aponte: So, once your face is recognized, that's it, if somebody else comes in and is not loaded, so we're building database, I like it.
Mr. Wimberly: (inaudible comment) The idea is just to kind of keep up with technology.
Ms. Cabrera: So, we would register everybody's face in the gym?
Mr. Quesada: Basically, we're transferring our database and spreadsheet over to this system, and then all we have to do is take these people's pictures, and it's like a little I-Pad, people just have to line up, where it says to line up, and snap a quick picture and it's simple as that. So, that will be easy to migrate, and the last thing I want to say is, you will cut down on some of your recurring expenses like ordering E-cards, or FOBs or whatever that is. We're just talking about a system that takes a picture and just pop that in.
Mr. Aponte: Where is that proposal at? Ms. Cabrera: Right here.
Mr. Quesada: It's the second one, and it's No. 4899. Ms. Cabrera: $9,668.
Mr. Aponte: Where do we stand with the equipment that we have, at least the cards and whatever we have left, where are we at with that?
Ms. Cabrera: We have 50 left. Mr. Aponte: We have 50 left?
Mr. Quesada: 50 cards, we order 100 at a time.



done.
 
Mr. Aponte:	No, but the equipment  itself, when  it breaks, it breaks, and we're


Mr. Quesada:  Yes, correct.
Mr. Wimberly:   It's already obsolete, but you have a license there.
Mr. Quesada:	Correct, and  I don't want to state too much on the record but it
needs an upgrade.
Mr. Aponte:  Ok.
Ms. Cabrera: So, it would add a face recognition camera, and it will be for the gym, it will be for the pool.
Mr. Quesada: Correct, to gain access to those points, again, staff has other ways of getting in and out.
Mr. Wimberly: It's doing two things I want to talk about, it's  upgrading  your system and you're also integrating newer technology which can be integrated and expanded.
Ms. Cabrera:  Ok.
Mr. Aponte: So, if you guys are interested in moving on, we need a motion. We know what it does, are we ready to do it?
Mr. Wimberly: Are you guys done with me or do you have more questions, or would you like me to hang out?
Mr. Aponte:  No, I think we're good, you can go. Mr. Wimberly: Ok.
Mr. Cooper: We talked about the clubhouse, if we don't go through with the guardhouses, but we do this, we would be able to use the current server that we have for the facial recognition or we would have to add on to this proposal the server?
Mr. Wimberly: This will be a standalone system and it will integrate with the new equipment once we bring the new equipment in.
Mr. Cooper:  Thank you.
Mr. Wimberly:  You're welcome. Mr. Aponte:  Anyone else?
Ms. Cabrera:  Do you want us to make a motion?
Mr. Aponte:  Do you want to do the $9,668.50, am I looking at the right one?




Mr. Quesada:  I'm sorry, it's No. 4899 proposal, yes, you had the amount correct,
$9,668.50, so it's access granted for the clubhouse, gym and pool.
Mr. Aponte:  I like it, but I can't make a motion.
Ms. Cabrera:  I'll make a motion to move forward with the proposal from DML to upgrade the system and install the face recognition access points.


On MOTION by Ms. Cabrera seconded by Mr. Cruz with all in favor, accepting proposal No. 4899 from OLM in an amount not to exceed $9,668.50 was approved.
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Mr. Aponte: Thank you.
Mr. Wimberly:	It's important to go over all this in detail, again, it's a customed tailored system and everyone has valid points.
Mr. Aponte:  Right, and this is important, we have to talk about, it's come up and we need to look at what the future holds.
Mr. Wimberly:  I just want to continue my relationship and work with you guys as you guys grow and grow in the direction that you want to grow in.
Mr. Aponte: Ok, thank you.
Ms. Cabrera: Thank you for coming.
Mr. Wimberly:  It was good seeing you all.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff  Reports
Mr. Aponte: Alright, so item No. 4 staff reports, Scott?


	Attorney

Mr. Cochran: Yes, there was a request that came up from one of the HOAs regarding drainage easement that had been granted to the District back in I guess 2015 and there was some kind of hiccup with the actual easement, and the bill of sale documents for that, it was from Floridian Isles and it should have been Floridian Isles II, so we're going to work on how to correct that but, the first step is going to be, we would want something in writing from the Board, from Floridian Isle, I was just basically asking


us to do that.	I can provide more specific language on that, we want a formal written request from the HOA Board to undo those.
Mr. Valladares: From Floridian Isles I.
Mr. Cochran: Correct, and then we would contact Floridian Isles II, and confirm that they would like that because my understanding it's been operating that way and we'll go from there. If they say yes, then we'll draft up those documents to explain what happened, and go forward from there, so that's it for that. I prepared the Maverick agreement so that's underway, obviously you already talked about that and prepared an additional agreement with BrightView for their increase that was approved at the last meeting. I think that's it, unless anyone has any questions, I'm also working  still on a couple of other pending items but, no real update at this time, but if you guys have any questions, I would be happy to entertain them.
Mr. Aponte:  Anyone have any questions for Scott?  No.


B.  Engineer
Mr. Aponte:  Alright, so staff reports, item B, engineer, Ben you have anything? Mr. Quesada: Nothing to report for the engineer.
Mr. Aponte:  Ok.


C. Field Manager - Field Report
Mr. Aponte:  Movi,ng on to the field manager.
Mr. Quesada: For the most part everything has been well documented, but  I want to thank Councilwomen Avila and everybody else, it was a team  effort because she helped us out on the city side. We had our contacts at FPL, and they definitely pulled some strings for us as well. We had an electrical fire behind the monument on 137th Avenue, it occurred on Friday, November 5th, and by November 10th we were able to move forward, it was big job, we had to get an emergency work permit with FPL and the city had to approve the permit, the same day approval. So, a lot of people took part, and we had a contractor and the electrician there, and we did a price comparison to make sure we were getting the best price, and everything passed, and all the permits passed, and now it's up and running electricity-wise. The cause of it, honestly speculation from the experts, from FPL and the electrician, it was either water intrusion
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from lightning, I heard conflicting comments from both sides, so I couldn't tell you exactly. I can tell you that the meter box is airtight and there is no water, there's no way water can get into it, but we'll keep an eye on that going forward. Everyone else wants to lean towards lightning strike, it is rare, but it does happen.
Mr. Aponte: Thank you.
Mr. Quesada:	I really don't have anything to add to the field report, unless you guys have any questions on that.
Mr. Aponte:  No.


D. Manager
Mr. Aponte: Anything for the manager, probably not, right? Mr. Quesada:  I don't think so, he said his peace, I think.
Mr. Aponte:  Right, and he told me you'd handle it, so alright.

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial  Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Mr. Aponte:	Moving on to item No. 5, approval of the check run summary and balance sheet and income statement.


On MOTION by Ms. Cabrera seconded by Mr. Valladares with all in favor, the Check Run Summary and Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
 and
Mr. Aponte: Item No. 6, Supervisor requests and audience comments. Do we have any audience left, let's hear from the audience real quick, I know we had somebody in the audience at the beginning, but do we have anyone now?
Mr. Quesada: Does anybody from the audience want to chime in, online? A resident: No, I'm good.
Mr. Quesada: Ok, Councilwoman Avila, something to add to the Board?


Ms. Avila: (inaudible comments) The street lights that went out on Campbell Drive were taken care of, so hopefully over time that will be less and less of a problem. (inaudible comments) The last I heard they should be working and I didn't check because it was daylight, so I didn't see it, but yesterday they weren't, so I got an email they will check, but I was told that within a week to two weeks it should be corrected. (inaudible comments) Then we approved a developer for our future city place, you can look forward to seeing that hopefully in the next two years come to fruition, we selected the ones that did City Place Doral. (inaudible comments) As an investor, I went to two other locations that they had under construction, I went to their office in Coconut Grove, it's a 100 year lease on that land, we own that land, we're not giving up our rights to that land, we'll be leasing it. (inaudible comments) We'll be paying off $8 million dollars in debt that we owe on that land and doing a cost share. (inaudible comments)
(At this point several peo ple were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Ms. Avila: So, anyway a lot of things in the works, so I'm happy to continue to assist and I've got the deeds in the works and I'm not letting up on that, and I already sent this resolution to the attorney to start to comment and opine. (inaudible comments) Any questions from anyone?
Mr. Aponte: Thank you so much.
Ms. Cabrera: Thank you for coming to our events and being a part of everything. Ms. Avila: You're welcome.
Ms. Cabrera: I did have a question about the school crossing, walking situation over by the roundabout.
Mr. Quesada:  I need to follow up with the engineer on that. Ms. Cabrera: Ok. Does anybody else have anything?
Mr. Aponte: No.
Ms. Cabrera: Then before we go, it's no secret how hard Mayra and Ben worked throughout the year with all of our madness and requests, and so as a little token of our appreciation, Victor and myself, and Miguel and Mike we came together, and we got you guys a little something, just to say thank you for answering our calls, so this is for you, a certificate, and this is for you.
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Mr. Quesada:  Awesome, thank you. Ms. Padilla:  Thank you.
Ms. Cabrera: Nothing close to how valuable you guys are, just a small token of our appreciation.
Mr. Aponte:  Yes.
Mr. Quesada:  It's always great to feel appreciated, so thank you.
Mr. Aponte: Mike said he didn't have anything else to say, and I don't have anything to say, and I don't think Curtis had anything either, right Curtis?
Mr. Cooper: I do have something Ben, were you able to reach out to the contractor that we discussed a few meetings ago? I just wanted to see where we're at and what's the next step.
Mr. Quesada: Yes, he'll be coming to the January meeting, he's wrapping up a drainage project in conjunction with the city and East Homestead COD,  he should be done very soon, they're on their last, third and final phase of that project, so I think he wants to give you his full attention, and I do think our budget is going to start getting updated now with the most recent assessment roll, that we can sit there and  start looking at our numbers for a project of that scale and get some feedback from the contractor.
Mr. Cooper:  Ok, thank you. (inaudible comments)
Mr. Quesada: Basically, the GC, I know you guys are entertaining some flooring options and whatnot, is there anything that I would need to tell him? Again, he's wrapping up a big project in East Homestead with the city and everything  for  the drainage improvements, and I can invite him here to the meeting. I think that would be best to just kind of be a sounding board to you all.
Mr. Aponte: Oh yes, we would want to hear what they feel is the best to use here, and at the same time options, we have many options that we can choose and it all depends on how far we're  going to go with the remodel and obviously we've got the bathrooms that we have to also take into consideration, so let the expert tell us how to move forward with such a project.
Mr. Quesada: Ok, so you guys are comfortable with him coming to the January meeting, the  only  reason  I ask  is again, we  spent  3  hours  on maintenance  security


today, so I just want you to keep in mind, with the minutes, and then the type of things that we're trying to move on, but whenever you're ready, I can have him here. He said he is available for the January meeting.
Mr. Aponte:  Ok.
Mr. Cooper: (inaudible comments) So, all the free time that I've managed to have now because of the security guard company is doing their actual job, is now going towards the Christmas lighting company that seems like every single night there's multiple lights out. (inaudible comment) It's getting a little frustrating, I know we've had this contract for years, there's other companies out there just to kind of explore but, I'm not necessarily saying that we're jumping ship with CDI, I just want to look into alternatives that are out there, and just to kind of keep them on their toes. (inaudible comment) It just seems like the lights aren't functioning the way they should be.
Mr. Quesada: Again, just my conversations with them but, let them speak for themselves if that's how you feel, is that water is our biggest enemy, even with brand new strings on all the trees, and everywhere that we have landscaping, we have irrigation, and we are in the dry season, and it's indicated in their reports, I'm not saying that everything is perfect but, if you're looking for a cause of what our biggest issue is with the lighting, it's water. As far as how we move forward, we can always talk about how we can improve on that, and meet with other lighting companies,  our  current lighting company, and talk with our landscaping company and see how we can adjust the irrigation with our current landscaping layout, or perhaps move some of the displays away from where we have the irrigation and put them in other areas.
Mr. Cooper: Ok. (inaudible comment) Maybe it is, and I guess as you guys leave the meeting you can drive around and unless they fixed it, the whole Waterstone monument over by guardhouse 1 on the right side was like partially lit, so it just seems like it's a lot more than just irrigation and water. (inaudible comment) If they want to take a picture by the Christmas tree and it's partially lit, that's just a reflection on all of us and if there's something that we can do to fix it, by all means do something to fix it, not just justify that it's happening. (inaudible comment)
Mr. Quesada:  Got it.


Mr. Cooper: Also too, we had talked about updating the project list, but I know we talked about that to see what more to tackle for the upcoming year. I don't know if that's something you guys want to spend about 5 or 10 minutes to discuss this evening, and this way Ben has some direction. I know we talked about landscape lighting, we talked about the signs that need to be painted, plus the fountains, so I don't know if you guys want to go into that this evening or push again for another month and it will just be delayed.
Mr. Aponte: Right, I'm up for doing it at the January meeting, this has been a long meeting and it's late, and we're just going to probably go back and forth and not get anything resolved. So, I say let's leave it for the January meeting, and then at least we'll have some ideas of how the clubhouse is going to look for the remodeling aspect of it too because there's more things that we want to look at, so yes, I say leave it for January, is everyone ok with that?
Ms. Cabrera: I agree.
Mr. Cooper: Ok. (inaudible comment)
Mr. Aponte: Ok, so let's just wait until the next meeting, we still need to talk about, or we still have the security costs that we have on there as well, there's a lot of money that we have to spend if we're going to do automation, so I think we need to look at all those numbers before we have a top 5 list, we need to know what money is available.
Mr. Cooper: Alright. Then the last thing I have is for Councilwoman Avila, you were mentioning the lights on 312th Street to be replaced, last night or two nights ago I noticed that everything from Malibu Bay all the way down to 137th Avenue, those main streetlights have been out for a while now. It was hard for me to hear, I don't know who was saying that's being currently worked on or if that needs to be addressed.
Ms. Avila: The work order was put in several weeks ago. (inaudible comment)
Mr. Cooper: Awesome, thank you very much, I appreciate you attending the meeting, that's all I had.
Mr. Valladares: Real quick, Tuesday in the afternoon I met with a couple from one of our communities, the gentleman is a veteran, he is going to be 103 years old next month and he was having some issues with the VA, I was able to get him online


and we just met again, I want later on to discuss with Councilwoman Avila to see if Waterstone and the city, if we can do a minimal recognition of this man who served in the military prior to World War II all the way through World War II, the Korean War, and then the Vietnam conflict, at the beginning of the Vietnam conflict he supposedly retired in 1968. I was able to confirm his age, and that he was a veteran, so I guess I will try to keep the District updated as far as possible but, there might be a time where I'd have to say, well we're doing this and for that reason I wanted to ask the Board if that was ok to do.
Mr. Aponte: It sounds good to me.
Ms. Cabrera:  I would like to shake his hand. Ms. Avila:  When is his birthday?
Mr. Valladares:  Next month. Ms. Avila: (inaudible comment)


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
Mr. Aponte:  Awesome, we just need a motion to adjourn the meeting.


On MOTION by Mr. Valladares  seconded by Mr. .\:::.-.:: with all in favor, the Meeting was adjourned.
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